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the classic work on the history and beliefs of the rastafarians whose roots of protest go back to
the seventeenth century maroon societies of escaped slaves in jamaica based on an extensive study
of the rastafarians their history their ideology and their influence in jamaica the rastafarians
is an important contribution to the sociology of religion and to our knowledge of the variety of
religious expressions that have grown up during the west african diaspora in the western
hemisphere レゲエのスーパースター bob marleyの激烈な人生を追った電子書籍です レゲエは 1970年代に世界のポップ ミュージックに革命を起こしました パンク ロックやラップ
ミュージックの大ブームにきっかけを与えたのもレゲエであり ファッション界にも多大な影響を与えてきました ボブ マーリーは 死後もなお その巨大なムーブメントの頂点に立ち続ける存在です 本書は ジャ
マイカの黒人として生を受けたボブ マーリーが その仲間たちが どのように貧困と立ち向かい 愛する音楽に見を捧げたかを描き出します 父を白人に持つボブの黒人としての苦悩 ジャマイカ独立直後 60年
代 のローカル グループとしての活躍 十代の恋 reggae と呼ばれるようになったジャマイカン ポップの代表として海を渡るボブ マーリー ザ ウェイラーズ その革新性 その宗教性 ラスタファリ
アニズム 神 とまで言われた男のラスト デイズ 著者は音楽評論家として活躍し 日本にレゲエがやってきた当初からの紹介者でもある人物です その明瞭な文章からマーリー レゲエの本質が浮かび上がります
explore the rich heritage contemporary culture and society of the virgin islands by delving into
its wonderful music dale francis a resident of the virgin islands whose ancestry there dates back
to the early 1700s examines what africans europeans and tainos contributed to virgin islands
quelbe he also chronicles key genres that were played between 1672 and 2012 as you immerse
yourself into a fascinating blend of african and european music traditions you ll learn about the
anthropology of the music what it tells us about power dynamics the relationship between the
music and religion and deeper meanings hidden in the music you ll also discover the ancient
secret in the bamboula art form the power of cariso freedom in the quelbe and learn how the music
of the virgin islands continues to retain traditional elements despite contemporary influences
your appreciation for life will reach new heights as you explore the social economic and
political dynamics of mankind through the musical heritage of the virgin islands in the quelbe
commentary in this the first full scale black systematic theology in twenty years james evans
emerges as a major and distinctive voice in american theology seeking to overcome the chasm
between church practice and theological reflection evans situates theology squarely in the nexus
of faith with freedom there with a sure touch he uplifts revelatory aspects of black religious
experience that reanimate classical areas of theology and he creates a theology with a heart a
soul and a voice that speaks directly to our condition this book is a historical narrative
covering various periods in sierra leone s history from the fifteenth century to the end of its
civil war in 2002 it entails the history of sierra leone from its days as a slave harbor through
to its founding as a home for free slaves and toward its political independence and civil war in
1462 the country was discovered by a portuguese explorer pedro de sintra who named it serra lyoa
lion mountains sierra leone later became a lucrative hub for the transatlantic slave trade at the
end of slavery in england freetown was selected as a home for the black poor free slaves in
england after the somerset ruling the black poor were joined by the nova scotians american slaves
who supported or fought with the british during the american revolution the maroons rebellious
slaves from jamaica arrived in 1800 the recaptives freed in enforcement of british antislavery
laws were also taken to freetown freetown became a british colony in 1808 and sierra leone
obtained political independence from britain in 1961 the development of the country was derailed
by the death of its first prime minister sir milton margai and thirty years after independence
the country collapsed into a brutal civil war traces the history of the rastafarian movement
discussing the impact it has had on jamaican society its successful expansion to north america
the british isles and africa its role as a dominant cultural force in the world and other related
topics new age neopagan and new religious movements is the most extensive study to date of modern
american alternative spiritual currents hugh b urban covers a range of emerging religions from
the mid nineteenth century to the present including the nation of islam mormonism scientology
iskcon wicca the church of satan peoples temple and the branch davidians this essential text
engages students by addressing major theoretical and methodological issues in the study of new
religions and is organized to guide students in their learning each chapter focuses on one
important issue involving a particular faith group providing readers with examples that
illustrate larger issues in the study of religion and american culture urban addresses such
questions as why has there been such a tremendous proliferation of new spiritual forms in the
past 150 years even as our society has become increasingly rational scientific technological and
secular why has the united states become the heartland for the explosion of new religious
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movements how do we deal with complex legal debates such as the use of peyote by the native
american church or the practice of plural marriage by some mormon communities and how do we
navigate issues of religious freedom and privacy in an age of religious violence terrorism and
government surveillance presents the history and beliefs of the rastafarians whose roots of
protest go back to the seventeenth century maroon societies of escaped slaves in jamaica provides
an important contribution to the sociology of religion and to our knowledge of the variety of
religious expressions that have grown up during the west african diaspora in the western
hemisphere first published in 1989 this is the third of three volumes exploring the changing
notions of patriotism in british life from the thirteenth century to the late twentieth century
and constitutes an attempt to come to terms with the power of the national idea through a
historically informed critique this volume studies some of the leading figures of national myth
such as britannia and john bull one group of essays looks at the idea of distinctively national
landscape and the ways in which it corresponds to notions of social order a chapter on the poetry
of edmund spenser explores metaphorical representations of britain as a walled garden and the
idea of an enchanted national space is taken up in a series of essays on literature theatre and
cinema an introductory piece charts some of the startling changes in the image of national
character from the seventeenth century notion of the english as the most melancholy people in
europe to the more uncertain and conflicting images of today the slave market in seville while
still relatively small became one of the most active in europe many called the city the new
babylon northern and sub saharan africans comprised more than 50 percent of the inhabitants of
several of seville s neighborhoods the african populations became so socially and politically
important that in 1475 the crown appointed juan de valladolid its royal servant and mayoral to
represent seville s afro iberian community churches and charities catered to its spiritual and
material needs this a z encyclopedia provides a broad and evenhanded overview of america s
complex relationship with marijuana examining political recreational cultural medical and
economic aspects of marijuana use both historically and in the present day marijuana in america
is an accessible and comprehensive exploration of the many changes in medical legal and cultural
issues surrounding cannabis in the united states this multidisciplinary volume features
contributions from several different fields to explain all facets of marijuana including its
chemical composition evolving depictions in popular culture and historical legal and social
settings in which marijuana use occurs a mix of coverage provides readers with a full and
accurate understanding of the spectrum of issues and controversies swirling around marijuana
today including the changing legal landscape pertaining to the sale possession and use of
marijuana both at the state and federal levels the factual basis for arguments for and against so
called medical marijuana claims that marijuana is a gateway drug to harder drugs changing
cultural attitudes about marijuana and potheads economic arguments for and against marijuana
legalization and the impact of marijuana on families communities the economy and the criminal
justice system volume 5 provides an account and interpretation of the historical development of
the region from around 1930 to the end of the twentieth century its wide ranging study of the
economic political religious social and cultural history of this period brings the series to the
authorial present highlights include the turbulent thirties decolonization the turn to the left
made in the 1970s by anglophone caribbean countries the castro revolution and changes in social
and demographic structures including ethnicity and race consciousness and the role and status of
women robert beckford explores the dialogue between two central institutions in african caribbean
life the church and the dancehall he highlights how dub one of the central features of dancehall
culture can be mobilized as a framework for re evaluating theology taking apart doctrine and
reconstructing it under the influence of a guiding theme engaging with the social and cultural
heritage that informs christian african caribbean culture including the influence of slavery
revival christianity and working class jamaican life black theology and music ranging from post
war sound system to american hip hop jesus dub is a detailed exploration of how throughout
history music and faith have been transformed in response to racialised oppression finally
beckford demonstrates that dub style appears in the teachings of jesus and that dub is a tool
which can provide new ways of envisaging and practising spiritual gifts and financial giving
proposing a more inclusive theology for everyone the major objective of this publication is to
provide an account and interpretation of the historical development of the region from around
1930 to the end of the century within its compass are the turbulent thirties including the cuban
revolution of 1933 and the labour protests in the british caribbean of 1934 the strategic
position occupied by the region during the second world war the development of proletarian
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movements and trade unions and their links with political parties decolonization political
evolution in the french and dutch caribbean and the turn to the left made in the 1970s by a
number of anglophone caribbean countries notably grenada also examined are the castro revolution
and its aftermath to the 1990s ethnicity and race consciousness and their effects in uniting or
dividing communities and nations international relations and regional co operation changes in
social and demographic structures including the role and status of women education migration and
urbanization and the beliefs and cultural experiences which underpin caribbean identity the final
chapter provides an overall survey of changes in the quality of life in the caribbean during the
twentieth century santería represents the first in depth scholarly account of a profound way of
wisdom that is growing in importance in america today a professional academic and himself a
participant in the santería community of the bronx for several years joseph murphy offers a
powerful description and insightful analysis of this african cuban religion he traces the
survival of an ancient spiritual path from its west african yoruba origins through nearly two
centuries of slavery in the new world to its presence in the urban centers of the united states
where it continues to inspire seekers with its compelling vision this title is part of uc press s
voices revived program which commemorates university of california press s mission to seek out
and cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist
dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again
using print on demand technology this title was originally published in 1976 a collection of the
writings by one of the most influential african american theologians religion is one of the most
important elements of afro caribbean culture linking its people to their african past from
haitian vodou and cuban santeria popular religions that have often been demonized in popular
culture to rastafari in jamaica and orisha shango of trinidad and tobago in afro caribbean
religions nathaniel samuel murrell provides a comprehensive study that respectfully traces the
social historical and political contexts of these religions and because brazil has the largest
african population in the world outside of africa and has historic ties to the caribbean murrell
includes a section on candomble umbanda xango and batique this accessibly written introduction to
afro caribbean religions examines the cultural traditions and transformations of all of the
african derived religions of the caribbean along with their cosmology beliefs cultic structures
and ritual practices ideal for classroom use afro caribbean religions also includes a glossary
defining unfamiliar terms and identifying key figures from marcus garvey and rastafarianism to
today s ubiquitous dancehall riddims a comprehensive and impassioned exploration of reggae
positive vibrations tells of how reggae was shaped by and in turn helped to shape the politics of
jamaica and beyond from the rudies of kingston to the sexual politics and narcotic allegiances of
the dancehall insightful and full of incident it explores how the music of a tiny caribbean
island has worked its way into the heart of global pop from marcus garvey s dreams of zion
through ska and rocksteady roots riddims and dub the story closes with the reggae revival a new
generation of rastas as comfortable riding rhythms in a dancehall style as they are singing sweet
melodies from times gone by impeccably informed vibrant and heartfelt positive vibrations is a
passionate and exhaustive account of the politics in reggae and the reggae in politics this soul
reading of the gospel is influenced by three elements analytical archetypal psychology which
reorients psychology to the study of the soul african american cultural experience which is often
characterized as soul and reader response criticism which emphasizes that the reading of a text
is shaped by the reader s psychological and social location after a brief methological discussion
portions of the fourth gospel are read soulfully book jacket this book gives an overview of one
hundred years of pentecostal history in latin america and addresses the move of the holy spirit
in nations such as brazil columbia argentina guatemala costa rica nicaragua and mexico as well as
the caribbean this first annotated edition of william gilbert s enigmatic poem the hurricane a
theosophical and western eclogue with extended interpretative chapters informed by gilbert s
magical and astrological writings shows how its dark materials fed the imaginations of his
friends coleridge wordsworth and southey in their formative years between 1795 and 1798 this book
represents not only the storms of life which the authors have experienced but also their
unquenchable hope for a better tomorrow for each the black church has been not only a source of
personal valuation but it has also been the foundation upon which each has been sustained renewed
and revived the authors hope that the reader of this book will also find something of personal
communal and spiritual value which will assist them in maintaining hope in a world gone mad
readers will find the various roles the black church has provided over the years along with some
examples which can be replicated in twenty first century america the authors believe in the
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immortal words of dr benjamin e mays former president of morehouse college who said it must be
borne in the mind that the tragedy in life doesn t lie in not reaching your goal the tragedy lies
in having no goal to reach it isn t a calamity to die with dreams unfulfilled but it is a
calamity not to dream it is not a disaster to be unable to capture your ideal but it is a
disaster to have no ideal to capture it is not a disgrace not to reach the stars but it is a
disgrace to have no stars to reach for not failure but low aim is a sin god bless creigs c
beverly phd olivia d beverly phd named outstanding academic title by choice winnter of the wesley
logan prize of the american historical association winner of the byron caldwell smith book prize
winner of the 2014 albert j raboteau book prize for the best book in africana religions jacob s
dorman offers new insights into the rise of black israelite religions in america faiths ranging
from judaism to islam to rastafarianism all of which believe that the ancient hebrew israelites
were black and that contemporary african americans are their descendants dorman traces the
influence of israelite practices and philosophies in the holiness christianity movement of the
1890s and the emergence of the pentecostal movement in 1906 an examination of black interactions
with white jews under slavery shows that the original impetus for christian israelite movements
was not a desire to practice judaism but rather a studied attempt to recreate the early christian
church following the strictures of the hebrew scriptures a second wave of black israelite
synagogues arose during the great migration of african americans and west indians to cities in
the north one of the most fascinating of the black israelite pioneers was arnold josiah ford a
barbadian musician who moved to harlem joined marcus garvey s black nationalist movement started
his own synagogue and led african americans to resettle in ethiopia in 1930 the effort failed but
the black israelite theology had captured the imagination of settlers who returned to jamaica and
transmitted it to leonard howell one of the founders of rastafarianism and himself a member of
harlem s religious subculture after ford s resettlement effort the black israelite movement was
carried forward in the u s by several harlem rabbis including wentworth arthur matthew another
west indian who creatively combined elements of judaism pentecostalism freemasonry the british
anglo israelite movement afro caribbean faiths and occult kabbalah drawing on interviews
newspapers and a wealth of hitherto untapped archival sources dorman provides a vivid portrait of
black israelites showing them to be a transnational movement that fought racism and its erasure
of people of color from european derived religions chosen people argues for a new way of
understanding cultural formation not in terms of genealogical metaphors of survivals or
syncretism but rather as a polycultural cutting and pasting from a transnational array of ideas
books rituals and social networks 2007 choice outstanding academic title winner of the passing
the torch award from the center for lesbian and gay studies it has been called sperm semen seed
cum jizz spunk gentlemen s relish and splooge but however the tacky opaque liquid that comes out
of the penis is described the very act of defining sperm and semen depends on your point of view
for lisa jean moore how sperm comes to be known is based on who defines it a scientist vs a
defense witness for example under what social circumstances it is found a doctor s office vs a
crime scene and for what purposes it will be used in vitro fertilization vs dna analysis
examining semen historically medically and culturally sperm counts is a penetrating exploration
of its meaning and power using a follow that sperm approach moore shows how representations of
sperm and semen are always in flux tracing their twisting journeys from male reproductive glands
to headline news stories and presidential impeachment trials much like the fluid of semen itself
can leak onto fabrics and into bodies its meanings seep into our consciousness over time moore s
analytic lens yields intriguing observations of how sperm is spent and reabsorbed as it spurts
swims and careens through penises vaginas test tubes labs families cultures and politics drawn
from fifteen years of research sperm counts examines historical and scientific documents children
s facts of life books pornography the internet forensic transcripts and sex worker narratives to
explain how semen got so complicated among other things understanding how we produce represent
deploy and institutionalize semen biomedically socially and culturally provides valuable new
perspectives on the changing social position of men and the evolving meanings of masculinity
ultimately as moore reveals sperm is intimately involved in not only the physical reproduction of
males and females but in how we come to understand ourselves as men and women first published in
1979 this book makes a detailed study of rastafarianism it traces the expansion of rastafarian
culture from its origins and development in jamaica through to the growth of rastafarian life in
britain it looks at rastafarian culture in england in the late 1970s based on the author s
intimate experiences and communications with followers of the movement this volume offers a
comprehensive intellectual and experiential introduction to christian spirituality it embraces
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spiritual traditions from the patristic period to the present day part i the roots of
contemporary western spirituality covers spiritual types that have been fundamental in shaping
spiritual practice part ii distinctive spiritual traditions offers major introductory essays on
spiritual traditions formed by such notable figures as luther wesley ignatius and john of the
cross as well as ecclesiastical traditions such as anglicanism part iii the feminine dimension in
christian spirituality is devoted to marian spirituality holy women and feminism each of the
fourteen chapters is followed by a practicum which enables readers to assimilate the practice
prescribed into their own devotional life drawing on literary musical and visual representations
of and by rastafari darren j n middleton provides an introduction to rasta through the arts
broadly conceived the religious underpinnings of the rasta movement are often overshadowed by
rasta s association with reggae music dub and performance poetry rastafari and the arts an
introduction takes a fresh view of rasta considering the relationship between the artistic and
religious dimensions of the movement in depth middleton s analysis complements current
introductions to afro caribbean religions and offers an engaging example of the role of popular
culture in illuminating the beliefs and practices of emerging religions recognizing that
outsiders as well as insiders have shaped the rasta movement since its modest beginnings in
jamaica middleton includes interviews with members of both groups including ejay khan barbara
makeda blake hannah geoffrey philp asante amen reggae rajahs benjamin zephaniah monica haim blakk
rasta rocky dawuni and marvin d sterling taking place annually in the most southern place on
earth aka the cotton kingdom the sweat equity investment in the cotton kingdom symposium offers a
platform to honor celebrate and recognize the legacy of the african americans who labored in the
cotton fields of the mississippi delta the symposium intends to trigger discussions and provide a
space where the histories and contributions of those americans can be heard and learned from born
in the antebellum south the soul of america came to be through the tearful occupation of planting
chopping picking and ginning cotton where it was then brined within a system of enslavement
sharecropping and international trade that in so many ways provided america its greatness
carefully compiled from works presented at the symposia this anthology looks to expose the
tortured cotton pickin spirit embedded in america s soul a spirit that is rendered in song chants
spoken word and field hollers and revealed in this volume through the selected articles lyric
poetry proverbs speeches slave narratives and workshop proposals the rich and varied content of
this book reflects the uniqueness of not only the mississippi delta but also the histories of
those who lived and worked there the first book length evaluation of malcolm x s religious life
the mythic figure of malcolm x conjures up a variety of images black nationalist extremist civil
rights leader hero but how often is malcolm x understood as a religious leader a man profoundly
affected by his relationship with allah during malcolm s life and since the press has focused on
the nation of islam s rejection of integration offering an extremely limited picture of its
ideology and religious philosophy mainstream media have ignored the religious foundation at the
heart of the nation and failed to show it in light of other separatist religious movements with
the spirituality of cultic black islam unexplored and the most controversial elements of the
nation exploited its most famous member malcolm x became one of the most misunderstood leaders in
history in on the side of my people louis a decaro jr offers the first book length religious
treatment of malcolm x malcolm x was certainly a political man yet he was also a man of allah
struggling with his salvation as concerned with redemption as with revolution drawing on a wide
variety of sources including extensive interviews with malcolm s oldest brother fbi surveillance
documents the black press and tape recorded speeches and interviews decaro examines the
charismatic leader from the standpoint of his two conversion experiences to the nation while he
was in jail and to traditional islam climaxing in his pilgrimage to mecca examining malcolm
beyond his well known years as spokesman for the nation on the side my people explores malcolm s
early religious training and the influence of his garveyite parents his relationship with elijah
muhammad his often overlooked journey to africa in 1959 and his life as a traditional muslim
after the 1964 pilgrimage in his critical analysis of the autobiography of malcolm x decaro
provides insight into the motivation behind malcolm s own story offering a key to understanding
how and why malcolm portrayed his life in his own autobiography as told to alex haley inspiring
and necessary on the side my people presents readers with a malcolm x few were privileged to know
by filling in the gaps of malcolm s life decaro paints a more complete portrait of one of the
most powerful and relevant civil rights figures in american history monthly current affairs
magazine from a christian perspective with a focus on politics society economics and culture
rastafari is an afrocentric social and religious movement that emerged among afro jamaican
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communities in the 1930s and has many adherents in the caribbean and worldwide today this book is
a groundbreaking account of rastafari demonstrating that it provides a normative conception of
blackness for people of african descent that resists eurocentric and colonial ideas vivaldi jean
marie examines rastafari s core beliefs and practices arguing that they constitute a
distinctively black system of norms and values at once an ethos and a cosmology he traces
rastafari s origins in enslaved people s strategies of resistance jamaican revivalism and
garveyism showing how it incorporates ancestral religious traditions and emancipatory politics an
ethos of blackness draws out the significance of practices such as avoiding technological
exploitation of natural artifacts and the belief in living in harmony with the natural order jean
marie considers rastafari s theology exploring its reinterpretation of biblical scriptures and
its foundations in the rejection of christianity s eurocentrism and racism however he insists
before rastafari can fulfill its promise of liberation for people of african descent it must
confront its failure to include women and redress sexism through rigorous and sensitive
reflections on rastafari culture and cosmology this book offers deeply original insights into the
black theological imagination how did a distinct and powerful black british identity emerge in
the 1950s when many caribbean migrants came to britain there was no such recognised entity as
black britain yet by the 1980s the cultural landscape had radically changed and a remarkable
array of creative practices such as theatre poetry literature music and the visual arts gave
voice to striking new articulations of black british identity this new book chronicles the
extraordinary blend of social political and cultural influences from the mid 1950s to late 1970s
that gave rise to new heights of black british artistic expression in the 1980s eddie chambers
relates how and why during these decades west indians became afro caribbeans and how in turn afro
caribbeans became black british and the centrality of the arts to this important narrative the
british empire migration rastafari the anti apartheid struggle reggae music dub poetry the
ascendance of the west indies cricket team and the coming of margaret thatcher all of these
factors and others have had a part to play in the compelling story of how the african diaspora
transformed itself to give rise to black britain
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The Rastafarians 2010-07-01 the classic work on the history and beliefs of the rastafarians whose
roots of protest go back to the seventeenth century maroon societies of escaped slaves in jamaica
based on an extensive study of the rastafarians their history their ideology and their influence
in jamaica the rastafarians is an important contribution to the sociology of religion and to our
knowledge of the variety of religious expressions that have grown up during the west african
diaspora in the western hemisphere
The Rastafarians 1977 レゲエのスーパースター bob marleyの激烈な人生を追った電子書籍です レゲエは 1970年代に世界のポップ ミュージックに革命を起こしました
パンク ロックやラップ ミュージックの大ブームにきっかけを与えたのもレゲエであり ファッション界にも多大な影響を与えてきました ボブ マーリーは 死後もなお その巨大なムーブメントの頂点に立ち続
ける存在です 本書は ジャマイカの黒人として生を受けたボブ マーリーが その仲間たちが どのように貧困と立ち向かい 愛する音楽に見を捧げたかを描き出します 父を白人に持つボブの黒人としての苦悩
ジャマイカ独立直後 60年代 のローカル グループとしての活躍 十代の恋 reggae と呼ばれるようになったジャマイカン ポップの代表として海を渡るボブ マーリー ザ ウェイラーズ その革新性
その宗教性 ラスタファリアニズム 神 とまで言われた男のラスト デイズ 著者は音楽評論家として活躍し 日本にレゲエがやってきた当初からの紹介者でもある人物です その明瞭な文章からマーリー レゲエ
の本質が浮かび上がります
The Rastafarians 1988 explore the rich heritage contemporary culture and society of the virgin
islands by delving into its wonderful music dale francis a resident of the virgin islands whose
ancestry there dates back to the early 1700s examines what africans europeans and tainos
contributed to virgin islands quelbe he also chronicles key genres that were played between 1672
and 2012 as you immerse yourself into a fascinating blend of african and european music
traditions you ll learn about the anthropology of the music what it tells us about power dynamics
the relationship between the music and religion and deeper meanings hidden in the music you ll
also discover the ancient secret in the bamboula art form the power of cariso freedom in the
quelbe and learn how the music of the virgin islands continues to retain traditional elements
despite contemporary influences your appreciation for life will reach new heights as you explore
the social economic and political dynamics of mankind through the musical heritage of the virgin
islands in the quelbe commentary
ボブ・マーリーの一生その36年の軌跡を追う 2014-08-19 in this the first full scale black systematic theology in twenty
years james evans emerges as a major and distinctive voice in american theology seeking to
overcome the chasm between church practice and theological reflection evans situates theology
squarely in the nexus of faith with freedom there with a sure touch he uplifts revelatory aspects
of black religious experience that reanimate classical areas of theology and he creates a
theology with a heart a soul and a voice that speaks directly to our condition
The Quelbe Commentary 1672-2012 1992 this book is a historical narrative covering various periods
in sierra leone s history from the fifteenth century to the end of its civil war in 2002 it
entails the history of sierra leone from its days as a slave harbor through to its founding as a
home for free slaves and toward its political independence and civil war in 1462 the country was
discovered by a portuguese explorer pedro de sintra who named it serra lyoa lion mountains sierra
leone later became a lucrative hub for the transatlantic slave trade at the end of slavery in
england freetown was selected as a home for the black poor free slaves in england after the
somerset ruling the black poor were joined by the nova scotians american slaves who supported or
fought with the british during the american revolution the maroons rebellious slaves from jamaica
arrived in 1800 the recaptives freed in enforcement of british antislavery laws were also taken
to freetown freetown became a british colony in 1808 and sierra leone obtained political
independence from britain in 1961 the development of the country was derailed by the death of its
first prime minister sir milton margai and thirty years after independence the country collapsed
into a brutal civil war
We Have Been Believers 2016-11-22 traces the history of the rastafarian movement discussing the
impact it has had on jamaican society its successful expansion to north america the british isles
and africa its role as a dominant cultural force in the world and other related topics
Free Slaves, Freetown, and the Sierra Leonean Civil War 2003 new age neopagan and new religious
movements is the most extensive study to date of modern american alternative spiritual currents
hugh b urban covers a range of emerging religions from the mid nineteenth century to the present
including the nation of islam mormonism scientology iskcon wicca the church of satan peoples
temple and the branch davidians this essential text engages students by addressing major
theoretical and methodological issues in the study of new religions and is organized to guide
students in their learning each chapter focuses on one important issue involving a particular
faith group providing readers with examples that illustrate larger issues in the study of
religion and american culture urban addresses such questions as why has there been such a
tremendous proliferation of new spiritual forms in the past 150 years even as our society has
become increasingly rational scientific technological and secular why has the united states
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become the heartland for the explosion of new religious movements how do we deal with complex
legal debates such as the use of peyote by the native american church or the practice of plural
marriage by some mormon communities and how do we navigate issues of religious freedom and
privacy in an age of religious violence terrorism and government surveillance
Rastafari 2015-09-15 presents the history and beliefs of the rastafarians whose roots of protest
go back to the seventeenth century maroon societies of escaped slaves in jamaica provides an
important contribution to the sociology of religion and to our knowledge of the variety of
religious expressions that have grown up during the west african diaspora in the western
hemisphere
New Age, Neopagan, and New Religious Movements 1997 first published in 1989 this is the third of
three volumes exploring the changing notions of patriotism in british life from the thirteenth
century to the late twentieth century and constitutes an attempt to come to terms with the power
of the national idea through a historically informed critique this volume studies some of the
leading figures of national myth such as britannia and john bull one group of essays looks at the
idea of distinctively national landscape and the ways in which it corresponds to notions of
social order a chapter on the poetry of edmund spenser explores metaphorical representations of
britain as a walled garden and the idea of an enchanted national space is taken up in a series of
essays on literature theatre and cinema an introductory piece charts some of the startling
changes in the image of national character from the seventeenth century notion of the english as
the most melancholy people in europe to the more uncertain and conflicting images of today
The Rastafarians 1974 the slave market in seville while still relatively small became one of the
most active in europe many called the city the new babylon northern and sub saharan africans
comprised more than 50 percent of the inhabitants of several of seville s neighborhoods the
african populations became so socially and politically important that in 1475 the crown appointed
juan de valladolid its royal servant and mayoral to represent seville s afro iberian community
churches and charities catered to its spiritual and material needs
Soul-force: African Heritage in Afro-American Religion 2016-10-04 this a z encyclopedia provides
a broad and evenhanded overview of america s complex relationship with marijuana examining
political recreational cultural medical and economic aspects of marijuana use both historically
and in the present day marijuana in america is an accessible and comprehensive exploration of the
many changes in medical legal and cultural issues surrounding cannabis in the united states this
multidisciplinary volume features contributions from several different fields to explain all
facets of marijuana including its chemical composition evolving depictions in popular culture and
historical legal and social settings in which marijuana use occurs a mix of coverage provides
readers with a full and accurate understanding of the spectrum of issues and controversies
swirling around marijuana today including the changing legal landscape pertaining to the sale
possession and use of marijuana both at the state and federal levels the factual basis for
arguments for and against so called medical marijuana claims that marijuana is a gateway drug to
harder drugs changing cultural attitudes about marijuana and potheads economic arguments for and
against marijuana legalization and the impact of marijuana on families communities the economy
and the criminal justice system
Routledge Revivals: Patriotism: The Making and Unmaking of British National Identity (1989) 1995
volume 5 provides an account and interpretation of the historical development of the region from
around 1930 to the end of the twentieth century its wide ranging study of the economic political
religious social and cultural history of this period brings the series to the authorial present
highlights include the turbulent thirties decolonization the turn to the left made in the 1970s
by anglophone caribbean countries the castro revolution and changes in social and demographic
structures including ethnicity and race consciousness and the role and status of women
Slavery and Beyond 2022-03-29 robert beckford explores the dialogue between two central
institutions in african caribbean life the church and the dancehall he highlights how dub one of
the central features of dancehall culture can be mobilized as a framework for re evaluating
theology taking apart doctrine and reconstructing it under the influence of a guiding theme
engaging with the social and cultural heritage that informs christian african caribbean culture
including the influence of slavery revival christianity and working class jamaican life black
theology and music ranging from post war sound system to american hip hop jesus dub is a detailed
exploration of how throughout history music and faith have been transformed in response to
racialised oppression finally beckford demonstrates that dub style appears in the teachings of
jesus and that dub is a tool which can provide new ways of envisaging and practising spiritual
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gifts and financial giving proposing a more inclusive theology for everyone
Marijuana in America 2019-06-12 the major objective of this publication is to provide an account
and interpretation of the historical development of the region from around 1930 to the end of the
century within its compass are the turbulent thirties including the cuban revolution of 1933 and
the labour protests in the british caribbean of 1934 the strategic position occupied by the
region during the second world war the development of proletarian movements and trade unions and
their links with political parties decolonization political evolution in the french and dutch
caribbean and the turn to the left made in the 1970s by a number of anglophone caribbean
countries notably grenada also examined are the castro revolution and its aftermath to the 1990s
ethnicity and race consciousness and their effects in uniting or dividing communities and nations
international relations and regional co operation changes in social and demographic structures
including the role and status of women education migration and urbanization and the beliefs and
cultural experiences which underpin caribbean identity the final chapter provides an overall
survey of changes in the quality of life in the caribbean during the twentieth century
General History of the Caribbean UNESCO Volume 5 2006-09-27 santería represents the first in
depth scholarly account of a profound way of wisdom that is growing in importance in america
today a professional academic and himself a participant in the santería community of the bronx
for several years joseph murphy offers a powerful description and insightful analysis of this
african cuban religion he traces the survival of an ancient spiritual path from its west african
yoruba origins through nearly two centuries of slavery in the new world to its presence in the
urban centers of the united states where it continues to inspire seekers with its compelling
vision
Jesus Dub 2004-12-31 this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which commemorates
university of california press s mission to seek out and cultivate the brightest minds and give
them voice reach and impact drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high
quality peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand technology this
title was originally published in 1976
General History of the Caribbean 2011-08-01 a collection of the writings by one of the most
influential african american theologians
Santeria 2021-01-08 religion is one of the most important elements of afro caribbean culture
linking its people to their african past from haitian vodou and cuban santeria popular religions
that have often been demonized in popular culture to rastafari in jamaica and orisha shango of
trinidad and tobago in afro caribbean religions nathaniel samuel murrell provides a comprehensive
study that respectfully traces the social historical and political contexts of these religions
and because brazil has the largest african population in the world outside of africa and has
historic ties to the caribbean murrell includes a section on candomble umbanda xango and batique
this accessibly written introduction to afro caribbean religions examines the cultural traditions
and transformations of all of the african derived religions of the caribbean along with their
cosmology beliefs cultic structures and ritual practices ideal for classroom use afro caribbean
religions also includes a glossary defining unfamiliar terms and identifying key figures
American Folk Medicine 2004-07 from marcus garvey and rastafarianism to today s ubiquitous
dancehall riddims a comprehensive and impassioned exploration of reggae positive vibrations tells
of how reggae was shaped by and in turn helped to shape the politics of jamaica and beyond from
the rudies of kingston to the sexual politics and narcotic allegiances of the dancehall
insightful and full of incident it explores how the music of a tiny caribbean island has worked
its way into the heart of global pop from marcus garvey s dreams of zion through ska and
rocksteady roots riddims and dub the story closes with the reggae revival a new generation of
rastas as comfortable riding rhythms in a dancehall style as they are singing sweet melodies from
times gone by impeccably informed vibrant and heartfelt positive vibrations is a passionate and
exhaustive account of the politics in reggae and the reggae in politics
Pragmatic Spirituality 2010-01-25 this soul reading of the gospel is influenced by three elements
analytical archetypal psychology which reorients psychology to the study of the soul african
american cultural experience which is often characterized as soul and reader response criticism
which emphasizes that the reading of a text is shaped by the reader s psychological and social
location after a brief methological discussion portions of the fourth gospel are read soulfully
book jacket
Afro-Caribbean Religions 2022-05-09 this book gives an overview of one hundred years of
pentecostal history in latin america and addresses the move of the holy spirit in nations such as
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brazil columbia argentina guatemala costa rica nicaragua and mexico as well as the caribbean
Positive Vibrations 2001 this first annotated edition of william gilbert s enigmatic poem the
hurricane a theosophical and western eclogue with extended interpretative chapters informed by
gilbert s magical and astrological writings shows how its dark materials fed the imaginations of
his friends coleridge wordsworth and southey in their formative years between 1795 and 1798
Word and Soul 2016 this book represents not only the storms of life which the authors have
experienced but also their unquenchable hope for a better tomorrow for each the black church has
been not only a source of personal valuation but it has also been the foundation upon which each
has been sustained renewed and revived the authors hope that the reader of this book will also
find something of personal communal and spiritual value which will assist them in maintaining
hope in a world gone mad readers will find the various roles the black church has provided over
the years along with some examples which can be replicated in twenty first century america the
authors believe in the immortal words of dr benjamin e mays former president of morehouse college
who said it must be borne in the mind that the tragedy in life doesn t lie in not reaching your
goal the tragedy lies in having no goal to reach it isn t a calamity to die with dreams
unfulfilled but it is a calamity not to dream it is not a disaster to be unable to capture your
ideal but it is a disaster to have no ideal to capture it is not a disgrace not to reach the
stars but it is a disgrace to have no stars to reach for not failure but low aim is a sin god
bless creigs c beverly phd olivia d beverly phd
Global Renewal Christianity 1976 named outstanding academic title by choice winnter of the wesley
logan prize of the american historical association winner of the byron caldwell smith book prize
winner of the 2014 albert j raboteau book prize for the best book in africana religions jacob s
dorman offers new insights into the rise of black israelite religions in america faiths ranging
from judaism to islam to rastafarianism all of which believe that the ancient hebrew israelites
were black and that contemporary african americans are their descendants dorman traces the
influence of israelite practices and philosophies in the holiness christianity movement of the
1890s and the emergence of the pentecostal movement in 1906 an examination of black interactions
with white jews under slavery shows that the original impetus for christian israelite movements
was not a desire to practice judaism but rather a studied attempt to recreate the early christian
church following the strictures of the hebrew scriptures a second wave of black israelite
synagogues arose during the great migration of african americans and west indians to cities in
the north one of the most fascinating of the black israelite pioneers was arnold josiah ford a
barbadian musician who moved to harlem joined marcus garvey s black nationalist movement started
his own synagogue and led african americans to resettle in ethiopia in 1930 the effort failed but
the black israelite theology had captured the imagination of settlers who returned to jamaica and
transmitted it to leonard howell one of the founders of rastafarianism and himself a member of
harlem s religious subculture after ford s resettlement effort the black israelite movement was
carried forward in the u s by several harlem rabbis including wentworth arthur matthew another
west indian who creatively combined elements of judaism pentecostalism freemasonry the british
anglo israelite movement afro caribbean faiths and occult kabbalah drawing on interviews
newspapers and a wealth of hitherto untapped archival sources dorman provides a vivid portrait of
black israelites showing them to be a transnational movement that fought racism and its erasure
of people of color from european derived religions chosen people argues for a new way of
understanding cultural formation not in terms of genealogical metaphors of survivals or
syncretism but rather as a polycultural cutting and pasting from a transnational array of ideas
books rituals and social networks
Catalog of Copyright Entries. Third Series 2018 2007 choice outstanding academic title winner of
the passing the torch award from the center for lesbian and gay studies it has been called sperm
semen seed cum jizz spunk gentlemen s relish and splooge but however the tacky opaque liquid that
comes out of the penis is described the very act of defining sperm and semen depends on your
point of view for lisa jean moore how sperm comes to be known is based on who defines it a
scientist vs a defense witness for example under what social circumstances it is found a doctor s
office vs a crime scene and for what purposes it will be used in vitro fertilization vs dna
analysis examining semen historically medically and culturally sperm counts is a penetrating
exploration of its meaning and power using a follow that sperm approach moore shows how
representations of sperm and semen are always in flux tracing their twisting journeys from male
reproductive glands to headline news stories and presidential impeachment trials much like the
fluid of semen itself can leak onto fabrics and into bodies its meanings seep into our
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consciousness over time moore s analytic lens yields intriguing observations of how sperm is
spent and reabsorbed as it spurts swims and careens through penises vaginas test tubes labs
families cultures and politics drawn from fifteen years of research sperm counts examines
historical and scientific documents children s facts of life books pornography the internet
forensic transcripts and sex worker narratives to explain how semen got so complicated among
other things understanding how we produce represent deploy and institutionalize semen
biomedically socially and culturally provides valuable new perspectives on the changing social
position of men and the evolving meanings of masculinity ultimately as moore reveals sperm is
intimately involved in not only the physical reproduction of males and females but in how we come
to understand ourselves as men and women
William Gilbert and Esoteric Romanticism 2021-08-04 first published in 1979 this book makes a
detailed study of rastafarianism it traces the expansion of rastafarian culture from its origins
and development in jamaica through to the growth of rastafarian life in britain it looks at
rastafarian culture in england in the late 1970s based on the author s intimate experiences and
communications with followers of the movement
Challenges of the Black Church in 21st Century America 2012-12-12 this volume offers a
comprehensive intellectual and experiential introduction to christian spirituality it embraces
spiritual traditions from the patristic period to the present day part i the roots of
contemporary western spirituality covers spiritual types that have been fundamental in shaping
spiritual practice part ii distinctive spiritual traditions offers major introductory essays on
spiritual traditions formed by such notable figures as luther wesley ignatius and john of the
cross as well as ecclesiastical traditions such as anglicanism part iii the feminine dimension in
christian spirituality is devoted to marian spirituality holy women and feminism each of the
fourteen chapters is followed by a practicum which enables readers to assimilate the practice
prescribed into their own devotional life
Chosen People 2003-11-01 drawing on literary musical and visual representations of and by
rastafari darren j n middleton provides an introduction to rasta through the arts broadly
conceived the religious underpinnings of the rasta movement are often overshadowed by rasta s
association with reggae music dub and performance poetry rastafari and the arts an introduction
takes a fresh view of rasta considering the relationship between the artistic and religious
dimensions of the movement in depth middleton s analysis complements current introductions to
afro caribbean religions and offers an engaging example of the role of popular culture in
illuminating the beliefs and practices of emerging religions recognizing that outsiders as well
as insiders have shaped the rasta movement since its modest beginnings in jamaica middleton
includes interviews with members of both groups including ejay khan barbara makeda blake hannah
geoffrey philp asante amen reggae rajahs benjamin zephaniah monica haim blakk rasta rocky dawuni
and marvin d sterling
Noise and Spirit 2013-10-14 taking place annually in the most southern place on earth aka the
cotton kingdom the sweat equity investment in the cotton kingdom symposium offers a platform to
honor celebrate and recognize the legacy of the african americans who labored in the cotton
fields of the mississippi delta the symposium intends to trigger discussions and provide a space
where the histories and contributions of those americans can be heard and learned from born in
the antebellum south the soul of america came to be through the tearful occupation of planting
chopping picking and ginning cotton where it was then brined within a system of enslavement
sharecropping and international trade that in so many ways provided america its greatness
carefully compiled from works presented at the symposia this anthology looks to expose the
tortured cotton pickin spirit embedded in america s soul a spirit that is rendered in song chants
spoken word and field hollers and revealed in this volume through the selected articles lyric
poetry proverbs speeches slave narratives and workshop proposals the rich and varied content of
this book reflects the uniqueness of not only the mississippi delta but also the histories of
those who lived and worked there
Rastaman (Routledge Revivals) 1990-05-01 the first book length evaluation of malcolm x s
religious life the mythic figure of malcolm x conjures up a variety of images black nationalist
extremist civil rights leader hero but how often is malcolm x understood as a religious leader a
man profoundly affected by his relationship with allah during malcolm s life and since the press
has focused on the nation of islam s rejection of integration offering an extremely limited
picture of its ideology and religious philosophy mainstream media have ignored the religious
foundation at the heart of the nation and failed to show it in light of other separatist
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religious movements with the spirituality of cultic black islam unexplored and the most
controversial elements of the nation exploited its most famous member malcolm x became one of the
most misunderstood leaders in history in on the side of my people louis a decaro jr offers the
first book length religious treatment of malcolm x malcolm x was certainly a political man yet he
was also a man of allah struggling with his salvation as concerned with redemption as with
revolution drawing on a wide variety of sources including extensive interviews with malcolm s
oldest brother fbi surveillance documents the black press and tape recorded speeches and
interviews decaro examines the charismatic leader from the standpoint of his two conversion
experiences to the nation while he was in jail and to traditional islam climaxing in his
pilgrimage to mecca examining malcolm beyond his well known years as spokesman for the nation on
the side my people explores malcolm s early religious training and the influence of his garveyite
parents his relationship with elijah muhammad his often overlooked journey to africa in 1959 and
his life as a traditional muslim after the 1964 pilgrimage in his critical analysis of the
autobiography of malcolm x decaro provides insight into the motivation behind malcolm s own story
offering a key to understanding how and why malcolm portrayed his life in his own autobiography
as told to alex haley inspiring and necessary on the side my people presents readers with a
malcolm x few were privileged to know by filling in the gaps of malcolm s life decaro paints a
more complete portrait of one of the most powerful and relevant civil rights figures in american
history
Spiritual Traditions for the Contemporary Church 2015-02-11 monthly current affairs magazine from
a christian perspective with a focus on politics society economics and culture
Rastafari and the Arts 1978 rastafari is an afrocentric social and religious movement that
emerged among afro jamaican communities in the 1930s and has many adherents in the caribbean and
worldwide today this book is a groundbreaking account of rastafari demonstrating that it provides
a normative conception of blackness for people of african descent that resists eurocentric and
colonial ideas vivaldi jean marie examines rastafari s core beliefs and practices arguing that
they constitute a distinctively black system of norms and values at once an ethos and a cosmology
he traces rastafari s origins in enslaved people s strategies of resistance jamaican revivalism
and garveyism showing how it incorporates ancestral religious traditions and emancipatory
politics an ethos of blackness draws out the significance of practices such as avoiding
technological exploitation of natural artifacts and the belief in living in harmony with the
natural order jean marie considers rastafari s theology exploring its reinterpretation of
biblical scriptures and its foundations in the rejection of christianity s eurocentrism and
racism however he insists before rastafari can fulfill its promise of liberation for people of
african descent it must confront its failure to include women and redress sexism through rigorous
and sensitive reflections on rastafari culture and cosmology this book offers deeply original
insights into the black theological imagination
The Dictionary Catalog of the Vivian G. Harsh Collection of Afro-American History and Literature,
the Chicago Public Library 1997-08-01 how did a distinct and powerful black british identity
emerge in the 1950s when many caribbean migrants came to britain there was no such recognised
entity as black britain yet by the 1980s the cultural landscape had radically changed and a
remarkable array of creative practices such as theatre poetry literature music and the visual
arts gave voice to striking new articulations of black british identity this new book chronicles
the extraordinary blend of social political and cultural influences from the mid 1950s to late
1970s that gave rise to new heights of black british artistic expression in the 1980s eddie
chambers relates how and why during these decades west indians became afro caribbeans and how in
turn afro caribbeans became black british and the centrality of the arts to this important
narrative the british empire migration rastafari the anti apartheid struggle reggae music dub
poetry the ascendance of the west indies cricket team and the coming of margaret thatcher all of
these factors and others have had a part to play in the compelling story of how the african
diaspora transformed itself to give rise to black britain
Field Hollers And Freedom Songs: The Anthology 1976
On the Side of My People 1978-05-18
The Sun and the Drum 2023-09-26
Color, Class, and Politics in Jamaica 2016-12-18
ThirdWay
An Ethos of Blackness
Roots & Culture
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